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GARDEN SCULPTURES
Sculptural Metal Furniture

PILLOW TALK

Cozy, Plush, Round, and Soft

While curvilinear furnishings have seen a renewed love affair over the last
four years, this trend is evolving to include upholstery that evokes the idea of
restfulness and overall softness. We desire plush surroundings and need them
furnished with soft, round pieces upholstered in forgivable textures that impart
warmth and cozy comfort. In essence, we want our homes to feel like a pillow.
Furniture that epitomizes ease and a relaxed lifestyle is the ideal for the modern
day family-friendly home. These soft and smart rounded forms will create a
voluminous look and feel to achieve this extra comfortable cozy aesthetic.

Some of my favorite pieces to layer into an interior space are
actually inspired by garden sculptures and metal garden
furniture more reminiscent of an English country manor or a
Mediterranean villa. These pieces, some versatile enough for
both indoor and outdoor use, will not only be sculpturally
striking in your home, but will add a uniquely fresh and airy
look to any home environment. So whether you opt for stylishly
patinated vintage swirl-back garden chairs or a sculptural
masterpiece like the futuristic Filinea armchair, with its
seemingly impossible design of intersecting geometric lines,
you will definitely be embarking on a new approach to
home decor.

Modern Antiquarian

Bernhardt Furniture Company

La Cividina

EJ Victor

Curated Kravet

Nuevo
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La Cividina

Fermob USA
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REINFORCING DOWEL
Cylindrical Dowel Inspired Furniture

Furnishings with smooth, curved surfaces seem to be on a continual trend all the
way around. We are seeing a resurgence of demand for cylindrical or tubular shaped
pieces, inspired by the sleek minimalist designs of the 1970s. Some designs even
take their cues from wooden dowel rods commonly used as structural reinforcements
in cabinet making, stylistically reimagined into functional casegoods with simple,
sensual, and bold lines. These artistically handcrafted cylindrical shapes are showing
up in both slender and chunky silhouettes, to suit all aesthetics.

Beech Boy Furniture
Beech Boy Furniture

Dowel Furniture
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